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Abstract� A method is presented for the automatic time detection of watches� where the hands
are classi�ed by a neural network� In order to reduce the overall cost of data collection� strict limits
were imposed on the data collection time� This constraint severely limits the available amount of
images� and poses the challenge to solve the hand recognition problem with a minimum amount
of training and test data� Two neural network approaches are presented together with their
performance results� which show an excellent �nal recognition rate�
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� Introduction

This document describes the procedures to be used in the Neural Network Module of a prototype of a
system for watch quality control� The system is to be applied in the �nal part of the production line
and uses Automatic Image Recognition techniques and Neural Networks for automatic time detection�
The descriptions given here concern the Neural Network part� Details are also given about the interface
established with the image technology used� as well as a general description of all the processing tasks
followed by the prototype�

The details presented are based only on the watch models present in the catalogue of the particular
watch maker for whom the project is to be developed� Although the solution described should apply
to several other types of watches� it may not handle watches with special features not discussed here�

� The case

The main task of the Quality Control System �QCS	 is to automatically determine the exact time
represented by an analog
type wrist watch� To accomplish this� a system involving a sequence of
processing steps is used� The scheme of �gure � illustrates the steps followed�
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Figure �� The sequence of processing steps followed by the QCS to recognize the time

First� the image of a watch is captured by the IMAGE CAPTURING MODULE �ICM	� which
includes a device to hold the watch� a CCD camera� and an associated controlling device� The
captured image is passed on to an IMAGE SEARCH MODULE �ISM	 that� using speci�c image
handling techniques� scans it radially to �nd candidate positions of the HOURS hand and MINUTES
hand� that is� the radial positions where each of the hands is most probably located� More than one
candidate position are usually found for each hand� This module also does a search for the SECONDS
hand position� which can be found accurately� The hands will henceforth be given the denomination
of H
hand� M
hand� and S
hand� for the HOURS� MINUTES� and SECONDS hands� respectively�
The image and the information associated with it� including the coordinates of the centre of the
watch �x�� y�	� the dimensions of the M
hand �l � w	� and the set of N candidate positions angles
��n	n�����N �� are passed to the RECTANGLE HANDLING MODULE �RHM	� that cuts rectangles of
size l�w� starting at the centre of the watch image and along the corresponding angle� as the scheme
in �gure � shows� and scales them to a �xed size� The scaling is done in order to normalize the input
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size for the Neural Network� located in the NEURAL NETWORK MODULE �NNM	� that should
decide� for each candidate� if the rectangle contains an HOURS hand� a MINUTES hand� or no hand
at all �noise� which includes a possibly existing SECONDS hand or other alternative hands	� The
information containing the candidate angle values and the contents of the image at the corresponding
positions are sent to the HOUR COMPOSING MODULE �HCM	 that outputs the exact hour�
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Figure �� The cutting of a
rectangle from an image

The image obtained by the ICM is in gray
scale TIFF format� This same format is also used by
the ISM that does not introduce any changes in it� Only in the RHM is the image transformed into
a matrix of 
bit gray
scale values� before the rectangles are extracted and scaled� This 
bit format
is also used in the cut rectangles�

The description given so far concerns the processing sequence used to determine the time of a watch�
Some of the referred modules need� however� to be trained in advance in order to correctly accomplish
the desired tasks� This is the case for the IMAGE SEARCH and NEURAL NETWORK modules�
that need to adapt their behaviour according to the speci�c watch type handled� The description of
the NNM training procedure is given here� No details are given about the training of the ISM� A
remark must be made concerning the fact that the training of both modules should be coordinated
somehow� in order to avoid certain human
operator tasks common to both to be performed twice�

Due to practical reasons� the training is subject to two fundamental conditions� it should be fast
and easy from the human operator point of view� This results in an important constraint� the operator
will set the watch time only once before putting it de�nitively on the ICM� the process being totally
automatic thereafter� The possibility of a second operator
based time setting during the training
process should not be considered� This means that all the training images will be captured from a
certain time range� that should not be large� given that the watch hands will move in real
time speed�
The later constraint forces the need to minimize the total number of images used in the training�
The actual capturing procedure is explained below while the choice of the appropriate time range is
discussed later�

The training of the NNM may be divided into two parts� The �rst involves capturing the training
images and composing the training sets� the second is the actual Neural Network �NN	 training� For
the �rst part� the operator selects a properly functioning watch for training� The watch is adjusted
to a precise initial time �T � �	 and put in the ICM� The �rst task of the training consists in using
the ISM features for the selection of the image centre coordinates and rectangle dimensions� followed
by the search for the exact angular positions �H and �M of the H
hand and M
hand� respectively�
at T � �� given that the operator is conceded a certain angular tolerance in the initial hour setting
and because the watch position on the ICM could be somewhat skewed with respect to the perfect
orientation �with the �h�� mark on the �� position	� When the exact initial hand positions are found�
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the range capturing process starts and a �rst image is captured and sent to the RHM along with
its associated information� Then� by controlling the elapsed time� several other pictures are taken at
pre
de�ned time intervals� By controlling the elapsed time between each di�erent image caught� the
displacement of the hand is automatically known� as well as the value of the hand position angles�
Given the fact that the background of a watch may contain diversi�ed noise �logos� inscriptions� etc�	�
it is advisable to extract images from nearly all the background range� in order to allow the network to
learn potential resemblances between certain background noise details and any of the hands� Moreover�
the acquisition of this kind of information can be done from the planned set of training images with
virtually no additional e�ort� For that� a portion of the background range should be obtained from
the �rst image� In the last image the hands have moved to a di�erent place from where they were in
the �rst image� thus allowing the capture of the remaining background range� The collection of scaled
rectangles from the obtained images are used to build the sets of examples for the training of the NN�

Considering the set of taken images� the sets used for the network training will include rectangles
with the following contents�

� The H
hand and M
hand from all the images taken�

� Background noise from the �rst and last images�

The collection of all rectangles is then divided into two parts� respecting an equal distribution�
One of the parts will constitute the TRAINING SET and the other the VALIDATION SET�

� The training set

The choice of the range of images used for training the NN is described here� Before discussing the
chosen range� the constraints inherent to the problem handled are elaborated upon� in order to explain
the reasons of the decision taken�

��� Problems found

This section presents some particularities that appear as di�culties� They are presented below� as
well as the solutions found to overcome or avoid them�

����� The date window

Certain watch types have a date window located in the centre
right part of the watch� In a �rst
glance� the date window could be considered as normal background� The problem is that� normally�
there is a magnifying glass above the date� integrated in the watch glass� that distorts the hands when
positioned over the date region�

As depicted in �gure �� approximately half of the total area of a rectangle holding an M
hand
positioned over the date window contains erroneous information� It is its rightmost part� corresponding
to the outer part of the watch circle�

Figure �� The M
hand over the date

Taking into account that a rectangle holding an H
hand will contain useless information in approx

imately the same portion of its area as the case above �see �gure �	� it might be worth considering
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rejecting the rightmost half of the obtained rectangles� or at least giving it a lower importance� and
perform the classi�cation using mainly the information contained in the leftmost part� the one cor

responding to the inner region of the circle� This might solve the problem of the date window and
de�nitely avoid problems eventually caused by di�erent background information existent in the right

most part of an H
hand rectangle� depending on the region where that hand was positioned�

Figure �� An example of an H
hand rectangle

The use of this technique would require� however� the leftmost part of the H
hand and the M
hand
to be su�ciently distinguishable� which may not always be the case� as discussed below in section
������

����� Di�cult hand types

In an image recognition problem a NN is able to di�erentiate its patterns by learning the contents of
the images� Hence� a problem may arise when a pattern contains no particularities� which is the case
of plain hands with no internal structure or texture� and the only way of di�erentiating an H
hand
from a M
hand being their di�erent size�

Although this may not necessarily create a problem� it prevents the use of the technique consisting
in not considering the rightmost half of the rectangle images� as proposed in the problem of the
M
hand over the date window�

����� Superposing hands

One of the main di�culties in the project presented in this paper relates to when one of the hands
is superposing the other� either partially or totally� The positioning of the hands in the hub follows
the order� from bottom to top� HOURS� MINUTES� SECONDS� In certain types of watches� there
is fourth hand� called the ��
HOURS hand� which makes one complete turn while the H
hand turns
twice� that is� a turn a day� This hand� if existent� is located in the hub between the H
hand and the
M
hand� Given this� three types of superposing are of interest�

The M�hand superposing the H�hand This case occurs often and deserves a special treatment�
The network is able to solve the problem and recognize an H
hand when a M
hand is over it� except
for a complete or almost complete superposing� However� in order to do it� the network has to be
trained with such images�

The S�hand �or its tail� superposing the H�hand and�or the M�hand This kind of super

posing occurs quite often and constitutes a great di�culty� specially with certain kinds of watches�
where the size of the S
hand is approximately the same or bigger than the MINUTES hand� Addi

tionally� the S
hand may extend back to the other side of the centre� producing a superposing in its
angular position and another� partial� on the opposite angular position� The network is not able to
solve any of these cases by itself without being trained for it� However� it becomes an awkward task to
perform such training� So� the images received by the NN module have to be pre
selected� Since the
ISM is capable of �nding the position of the S
hand� it may reject images that present such problems
before sending them to the next module� This problem only occurs in the recognition phase� since in
the training phase the contents of the images are already controled�

The �	�HOURS hand superposing the H�hand As explained� the ��
HOURS hand� if existent�
turns over the H
hand� which means that it may superpose it� Nevertheless� the training made with
images where the M
hand superposes the H
hand prepares the network to work with these cases also�
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specially when the ��
HOURS hand is very thin� causing a small superposition� even when its angular
position is the same as that of the H
hand�

��� The choice of the training images

Bearing in mind the constraints above� the training images should include the following two cases�

� The M
hand over the date window�

� The M
hand superposing the H
hand at diversi�ed degrees�

Given this� the training time
range that was selected starts with the hands positioned at �h�� and
extends till they reach the time �h��� It takes thus a little more than � minutes to capture the whole
range� The shots are done at �
minute intervals and as the S
hand should be prevented from superpos

ing any of the other two� the images should be taken when it crosses the ��h�� zone� approximately�
 images will so be obtained� but as the image corresponding to the �h�� position has too high a rate
of hands superposition� it is rejected� which leaves � images in total� It is important to remark that
if a ��
HOURS hand exist� it should be positioned away from this range while the capturing takes
place�

For the background images to be correctly captured� the watch should be positioned in a su�ciently
correct position� meaning that the angular distance separating the �h�� watch mark in the image from
the �� position should not exceed a few degrees �about ��	� Approximately half of the background
patterns are extracted from image ��� the other half being extracted from image ���

Table � describes the information extracted from each training image and the purpose given to it�
�H��	 and �M ��	 represent the angular positions of the H
hand and M
hand� respectively� at image
���

Image Time Rectangles extracted Total Destination
� position Angle Contents

� �h�� �H��	 H
hand � Training Set ���	
�M ��	 M
hand � Training Set
range of � � ����� ����
in intervals of �� background �� Distributed over both sets

� �h� �H��	 H
hand � Validation Set ���	
�M ��	� �� M
hand � Validation Set

� �h�� �H��	 � �� H
hand � Training Set ���	
�M ��	� ��� M
hand � Training Set

� �h�� �H��	 � �� H
hand � Validation Set ���	
�M ��	� �� M
hand � Validation Set

� �h�� �H��	 � �� H
hand � Training Set ���	
�M ��	� ��� M
hand � Training Set

� �h�� �H��	 � �� H
hand � Validation Set ���	
�M ��	� ��� M
hand � Validation Set

� �h�� �H��	 � �� H
hand � Training Set ���	
�M ��	� ��� M
hand � Training Set
range of � � ����� �����
in intervals of �� background �� Distributed over both sets

Table �� Rectangles extracted for training

The degree of superposition of the M
hand over the H
hand in image �� is very high� So� the
rectangles extracted from it go necessarily to the validation set to avoid teaching the network with
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examples of two di�erent classes that resemble too much� The background range is divided into two
parts with interleaved angular positions� one for the training set and the other for the validation set�
Each H
hand rectangle is repeated � times in each of the sets� given that only a few images are used
to form the sets and each acquired image of the H
hand is di�erent from the other� The sets formed
in this way will hold a total of �� patterns for training and �� patterns for validation� Table � shows
the collection of rectangles with the H
hand and the M
hand used in the training set�

Image Rectangles extracted
� H
hand M
hand

�

�

�

�

Table �� The H
hand and M
hand training rectangles�

� The neural network con�guration

Several di�erent averaging factors were experimented to transform variable
sized rectangle images
into �xed
sized ones� It was decided to set the rectangle images to a size of ��� � �� pixels� This
corresponds to an average one� considering the possible di�erent existing watch sizes� The scaling is
done in the RECTANGLE HANDLING MODULE� and the chosen �xed size gives rise to a neural
network with an input layer size of ����� Three classes are considered in this classi�cation problem�
HOURS� MINUTES� and NOISE� The three outputs are boolean�

The input and output signals of the network lay in the range �
������ So� all the ���� �� matrix
grey
scale values of the rectangle images are scaled to �t this range� Given the fact that the network
deals with a classi�cation problem� it was decided to apply the relative entropy error measure� as
proposed in �Hertz
����

E �
PX
p��

NLX
j��

�
�

�
�� � tj	 log

�
� � tj

� � aj

�
�

�

�
��� tj	 log

�
�� tj

�� aj

��
�

tj and aj are the target and actual response values of output neuron j� NL represents the number of
output neurons� L the number of layers� and P the number of example patterns� The initial weights
are set to random numbers in the range �
����������� �Thimm
������

The value of the initial learning rate parameter is ��� and the momentum term is ���� The training
is performed with the adaptive learning rate method proposed in �Silva
���� This method was chosen
from the set of adaptive learning rate methods described and implemented in �Moreira
���� The choice
was based both on its good performance results and low computational complexity as compared to
the standard backpropagation algorithm� The principle used in the method is the following� Each
connection weight has its own adaptive learning rate parameter that� at each iteration� is increased
by a factor of ��� when the corresponding gradient component holds the same sign as in the previous
iteration� being decreased by a factor of ������	 otherwise� The backtracking procedure proposed
by the authors that makes the algorithm return to the weight vector of the previous iteration when
an increase of the error measure is detected� is not used� since it was observed to frequently cause
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convergence failures� Upper and lower bounds of ��� and ����� respectively� were de�ned for the
learning rate parameters� The algorithm uses batch updating of the weights and learning rates�

During classi�cation� to select the output that is correct� the winner takes all method is used� that
is� assuming the output value of �� as True and 
� as False� the correct output signal� from all three�
is considered to be the one that shows the value that is closest to ���

The network is trained with the training set� and the validation set is presented after every two
training epochs� to obtain a measure of the generalization ability� After the training has been com

pleted� the set of weights chosen is the one that the network possessed during the epoch where the
best generalization measure was obtained� that is� where the error measured for the validation set was
the lowest�

It is very important that the light conditions used to capture the images for recognition are the
same as used to obtain the images for the training� Otherwise� the levels of grey might be shifted�
thus resulting in di�erent input values to the network�

In a �rst stage� the neural network tests were being performed with three
layer� topologies� It was
observed� however� that the existing three classes of this problem are linearly separable� which means
that no hidden layer is needed in the network� This changes the scope of the neural network discussion
to a di�erent dimension 
 that of the perceptron� At least two consequences derive from this� the
training is faster� because fewer weights are used and� in general� a perceptron takes very few epochs
to be trained� the second consequence is that success is guaranteed to be obtained in the training due
to the absence of local minima� But this also means that di�erent training methods could be used 

those that apply specially to the perceptron case�

In a linearly separable problem� and considering a weight space representation� the weight vector
found as solution represents an hyper
plane separating the points of the two pattern classes� There are
normally several solutions� each represented by a separating hyper
plane� The algorithm of the optimal
stability �Krauth
�� �nds a solution that maximizes the distance between the weight hyperplane and
the points it separates� Its goal can be stated as �nding the weight vector w that maximizes the
expression

D�w	 � min
p

wT
�ap tp�

where ap and tp are� respectively� the vector of input signals and the target output value for pattern
p� An iterative version of this algorithm was implemented and used for the problem discussed here�
It is described below�

�� n � �� Initialize and normalize the initial weight vector using the Euclidian norm� w��	 �
w���
kw���k �

�� Find the set of S pattern points k�� ���� kS located at distance D�w�n		�

�� Build the correction vector 
w using the set of points ks� 
w �
PS

s�� a
kstks�

�� Find � � � such that D
�
w�n�	��w
kw�n�	��wk

�
is maximal�

�� If � � � then stop�

�� Update the weight vector� w�n� �	� w�n�	��w
kw�n�	��wk �

�� n� n� �� Go to ��

�An epoch consists in the presentation of the complete set of training patterns�
�A network with three neuron layers is here considered as having one input� one hidden� and one output layer�
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� Results

Here are presented the neural network training results for the cases of the adaptive learning rate
training algorithm and the optimal stability algorithm� It is shown that� although having di�erent
performances� neither of the two algorithms is capable of training the network for solving the problem
completely� A new solution is then proposed and tested�

To measure the quality of the trained network� a TEST SET was propagated through it at the
end of the training� using the optimal set of weights found� The contents of this set are di�erent
from any of the contents of the training and validation sets� It includes �� rectangles of diversi�ed
background noise covering all the angular range� �� H
hand rectangles at diversi�ed angular positions�
and �� M
hand rectangles also taken from diversi�ed angular positions� giving a total of ��� rectangles�
The results presented in table � relate to simulations done with a series of ten experiments for each
method� with di�erent initial sets of weights� It shows the number of training epochs spent to obtain
the optimal set of weights� the value of the error measure for each one of the training� validation and
test sets for that set of weights� as well as the percentage of misclassi�ed patterns in each of the three
sets�

Method Number of Error Measure Percentage of Misclassi�cation
Epochs �Mean� Training Validation Test

Mean � Train� Valid� Test Mean � Mean � Mean �

Adaptive LR ���� ��� ����� ���	
 ���	� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
Optimal Stability �
�� 	�� 	��	� 	����	 �
����� ���
 �
�� ���� ���� ���� �	�	

Table �� Results from the simulations�

The results of table � show a di�erence in the performance of the two methods� It can be observed
that the method of the optimal stability does not achieve convergence and thus cannot be used� So�
only the results of the the adaptive learning rate method will be discussed� Two things can be observed
that derive from the fact that a linear problem is being handled and that a perceptron is thus applied�
instead of a multilayer network� the training is completed in a small number of iterations and the
error in the training set always goes down to a value of zero� Nevertheless� some misclassi�cations
are still observed in the test set� With an analysis of the kind of misclassi�cations occurred� three
di�erent problems were found� The rectangles relating to each of them are shown in table ��

Problem Rectangles

�

�

�

Table �� The misclassi�ed rectangles�

The �rst problem relates to the S
hand superposing the H
hand and the M
hand� As mentioned
before� no training is done with this kind of superposing� which means that situations like these are
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to be expected and avoided during the processing sequence before the network has to deal with them�
So� although it remains a problem� it is supposed to be solved by a processing module other than the
NNM�

The second problem is critical� The rectangle of table � shows an H
hand positioned over the
date region� Up till now� only the problem of the M
hand over the date has been considered� but
another obstacle appears caused by the fact that the network is trained with no H
hand rectangles
over the date region� as the rectangles in table � illustrate� If the range selected for the capturing
of the training images includes the H
hand over the date region� the outcome is that the network
will be unable to recognize this hand when it is outside the date� A capturing range which includes
both kinds of situation would be too long to obtain� due to the speed of the H
hand displacement�
Furthermore� a second operator
based watch setting is to be avoided� as already discussed� So� the
problem is supposed to be solved by pure neural network performance and capability of recognizing
somewhat di�erent objects of the same class� even when trained with only one of them� It may be
concluded� then� from the performance results of table � that the neural network settings used are not
optimized�

The same conclusion can be derived from the third problem� Both rectangles contain a ��
HOURS
hand� In the upper rectangle� it prevents the network from classifying the rectangle as an H
hand�
as it would be desired� In the lower rectangle it is simply confused with an M
hand� It should be
noted that although the ��
HOURS hand is included in the training� it is not captured explicitely as
a di�erent hand 
 it is instead captured as background noise� being located somewhere in the obtained
background range�

The solution to the problem was searched in the perceptron theory� and a very simple principle
was found and applied to modify the network settings� the initial weight vector was set to zero� Table
� shows the results for the simulation done for each method using this feature�

Method Number of Error Measure Percentage of Misclassi�cation
Epochs Training Validation Test Training Validation Test

Adaptive LR � ������ ������ ���
 ������ ������ ��	�	

Optimal Stability �� ������ ��
��� �����
 ������ ������ ��	�	

Table �� Results from the simulations with w��	 � ���

Although the di�erence in the percentage of the test set misclassi�cation is not considerable as
compared to table �� there is a big di�erence in the test set error measure� In any case� the performance
of the network� relating to generalization� is substantially better with the new setting� With an
analysis of the misclassi�ed patterns� it is observed that problems � and � of table � are now solved�
with problem � persisting� which was to be expected�

An important result concerns the fact that the algorithm of the optimal stability is now able to �nd
a valid solution� Comparing the two methods� they show slightly di�erent error measures� although the
�nal generalization performance is similar� The greatest di�erence lies in the time spent on training�
The number of iterations is smaller for the adaptive learning rate method� This is enhanced by the
di�erence in complexity per iteration� with the algorithm of the optimal stability being considerably
more computationally intensive� caused by the search for the parameter � which demands several
training set presentations per iteration�

� Conclusions

An overview of a Neural Network Module module integrated in a watch Quality Control System is
herein presented� The processing sequence used by the system to automatically determine the time is
described� It is then explained how to train the NNM as well as how to gather the training information�
taking into account the inherent constraints of the problem� Details such as the magnifying glass over
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the date region that distorts the hands located there� hands that are partially superposed by other
hands� and the existence of H
hands and M
hands whose only di�erence is their size� increase the
di�culty of the problem� It is explained how to obtain a restricted set of training images� whose
acquisition does not result in overcharged time and e�ort in the training preparation� but that at the
same time allows the network to solve the above problems� A description of the neural network settings
used is given and two di�erent training algorithms are presented� which includes one with adaptive
learning rate and another that performs optimization of a linear problem� applied to perceptrons�
given that the problem is linearly separable� Results of experiments performed with both methods are
presented� from which it may be concluded that the method of adaptive learning rate is preferable�
both on training speed and quality of the solution�

Given that the Neural Network Module described here is in the prototype phase� further improve

ments and adjustments are planned� particularly during the integration phase of all the modules to
create the �nal system� A valid solution is already proposed� however� one with which it is possible
to solve the problem�

The tests done here are based on one type of watch� Although this watch type includes the most
important di�culties to handle in this problem� further tests have to be done with other watch types
to con�rm the obtained results and introduce adjustments� if necessary�
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